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1 in 4 frosh deemed
fit for soph. status
Students with many credits from
high school weigh benefits of offer
By Amy Wang
STAFF REPORTER

This year, 27 percent of the
freshmen class has been offered
early sophomore standing, comparable to last year’s 28.4 percent.
Out of the 282 eligible students,
128 have accepted their offers so
far.
Senior Associate Dean for
Undergraduate Education Julie
B. Norman sent out early sophomore standing offers in December
to qualified freshmen, many of
whom had accumulated college
credit in high school. They have
until Add Date on March 6 to accept, though most students who
accept the offer do so by midJanuary. Norman anticipates that
another 50 to 60 students will take
up the offer before the deadline.
Freshmen who accept early
sophomore standing may declare
a major and receive a faculty advisor within their department. They
can also remain “undesignated”
and continue to be advised by
their freshman advisors.
Diana Dimitrichenko ’18 was

motivated to take early sophomore standing in order to get
closer to the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science. “I already knew I wanted
to declare course 6-1 and was eager to get in contact with a departmental advisor.”
In addition, freshmen who accept early sophomore standing
are no longer subject to the 57unit limit and can take advantage
of flexible grading options like
“Sophomore Exploratory” and
“Junior-Senior P/D/F” a semester
earlier than most.
“Since I am already active in
student organizations and am also
interested in a volunteer UROP,
I have not tried to exceed the
freshman credit limit, nor have
I designated any of my classes
as sophomore exploratory,” said
Dimitrichenko.
Sarah Shader ’18, who recently
accepted early sophomore standing and declared Course 18, is
taking six 12-unit classes. “I took
sophomore standing mainly to
Academics, Page 11

New authentication service on
Touchstone
MIT’s IS&T has added a
new two-factor authentication
system to Touchstone that will
provide more secure access to
important MIT services such
as Atlas. With “Duo,” knowing
a person’s username and pass-

word will not be enough to log
in with Touchstone.
IS&T manager Garry Zacheiss made light of the fact
that MIT’s online services have
Touchstone, Page 9

DANIEL MIRNY—THE TECH

New England Patriots players (from right) Tim Wright and Rob Gronkowski smile to the fans during
Wednesday’s victory parade following their Superbowl win.

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS’
SEE PAGE 6
VICTORY PARADE
IN SHORT
Registration must be submitted to
the Registrar’s Office by 5 p.m. on
Friday, Feb. 6. Failure to do so may
result in a $50 late fee.
The deadline for final-term seniors to submit the HASS Concentration Completion Proposal
Form is Friday, Feb. 6. Failure to do
so may result in a $50 late fee.

MASLAB pits bot against bot

Friday, Feb. 6 is the degree application deadline for June SB and
advanced degrees. Applying after
Feb. 6 may result in a $50 late fee.

Students can browse GratRat rings
next week from Monday to Wednesday between 11:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
in the E62 lobby.

Friday, Feb. 6 is the last day of the
APO Book Exchange in the Mezzanine Lounge (W20-307), which
runs from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The Class of 2017 Ring Premiere is
next Friday, Feb. 13 in Kresge Auditorium. Doors open at 7 p.m. The first
day of sales is the day after.

Quarter 3 PE classes start Monday,
Feb. 9.

Send news information and tips to
news@tech.mit.edu.

Senior House gets a new
housemaster

TRISTAN HONSCHEID—THE TECH

Team 7, consisting of Aarshavi Shah, Alberto Mulero ’17, Michelle Sit, and Vahid Fazel-Rezai ’17,
prepares its robot “Stack Overflow” for the next round at the the 2015 MASLAB competiton.

Professor Jay Scheib has been
named the new housemaster of
Senior House, one of MIT’s oldest dormitories. He will replace
Agustín Rayo PhD ’01, associate
professor in the Department of
Linguistics, and Carmen Saracho,
a novelist and restaurant critic,
who had both served as housemasters since May 2010.
Scheib has been a member of
the MIT Music and Theater Arts
Section faculty since 2003 and is
currently director of theater arts.
He has received numerous awards
for his work, including MIT’s
2008 Edgerton Award for Faculty
Achievement, a 2011 Guggenheim
Fellowship for Creative Arts, and
an OBIE award for best direction,
according to the MIT News Office.
As housemaster, Scheib will be
collaborating closely with Senior
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Photos from the Super
Bowl victory parade.
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MIT WAS WRONG

It’s nice to be away, until it
isn’t. FUN, p. 5

Lewin’s lectures should have stayed up
on OCW. OPINION, p. 4

House’s Residential Life Area Director, graduate resident tutors,
and residents.
According to MIT’s press release, Scheib was drawn to the
creative atmosphere promoted by
the community in Senior House.
The dorm is famous for its murals, and its website documents
artwork created by residents over
the years.
The committee that selected
Scheib as the new housemaster
included Senior House residents
Rodrigo Lopez Uricoechea ’16 and
Adrianna Rodriguez ’16, Simmons
Hall housemaster Professor John
Essigmann PhD ’76, members of
the Division of Student Life Henry
Humphreys, Michael Barcelo, and
Camille Romney, and several other MIT affiliates.
—Patricia Z. Dominguez

IT’S NOT QUITE
OVER YET
I’m dreaming of a
white Valentine’s.
WEATHER, p. 8
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MIT’s anti-academic gesture sets a precedent, but not the one it
talks about
With luck, the world will frown on
the example set by MIT in taking down
Walter Lewin’s physics lectures from
OpenCourseWare.
Contrary to the investigators’ claims,
the takedown will do nothing even to inhibit contact — let alone harassment —
between Lewin and future students. No
one will find him in MIT’s directory, and
any Internet search for him will return
reams of references to the present scandal.
At the same time, Lewin no longer has access to records of anyone viewing his lectures — on OCW, in fact, such records do
not even exist. With these channels closed,
even to talk to future students, he would
have to somehow find them and convince
them of his bona fides without them ever
looking him up.
Consider the story of the allegations actually brought against him by Faïza Harbi,
as reported the Friday before last in Inside
Higher Ed. First, she created a Facebook
group for students in Walter Lewin’s online course. Then, to join the group, Lewin
proved his identity (as she sensibly requested) by accessing her private data on
edX as the course instructor. Later, after
Lewin pursued her to the point of discomfort, she “felt trapped” by the authority
figure and the situation further escalated.
Every step in this ultimately sordid affair
hinges on Lewin’s role as online course instructor: remove him from edX alone, and
it would not have happened.

By removing his official contact information, responsibilities, and titles, MIT has
already exhausted its practical influence in
limiting his communications. In contrast,
by removing Lewin’s lectures from OCW,
MIT only bolsters the minute chance that
someone might reach Lewin unawares. If
his millions of viewers are diverted to other
sites, he might conceivably lure more fans
by planting a point of contact somewhere
else.
Even in the event that future students
correspond with Lewin, his loss of official
status has removed any basis for sexual harassment — at least, any basis connected
with MIT. If Lewin ever again manages to
forge inappropriate relationships, MIT will
play no part in it, regardless of the availability of his lecture videos.
Investigator Krishna Rajagopal has proposed that Lewin’s lecture videos on OCW
are like “performances … on MIT’s stage,”
rather than like tapes on MIT’s shelf. Let’s
dispel this dangerous analogy: MIT is not
merely declining to produce new works,
like Bill Cosby’s former sponsors. Instead,
it’s erasing works that it’s already sponsored and published, solely because of
their association to a disgraced individual.
Even though Lewin’s alleged wrongdoings
pale in comparison to Cosby’s, no serious
person asks that Cosby’s publishers stop
printing his best-known books. Similarly,
The Tech hosts its own digital archives on
MIT’s domain, yet no one complains that
this grants a media “stage” to the former
managers and staff who embezzled its

funds. OpenCourseWare is an archive, not
a theater. Removing materials from OCW is
not cancelling a performance: it’s setting a
fire in the library.
The charges of book burning are not
hyperbole. MIT is doing it for the same
contemptible reasons that other self-righteous perpetrators always have: to limit
certain works’ exposure to the populace,
and demonstrate its own power to enforce its moral judgments. Already, MIT’s
values are being frighteningly construed
by the outside world: Inside Higher Ed reports matter-of-factly that “MIT has not
been able to remove all trace of Lewin
from the internet” — implying that if it
could, it would. While The Tech’s recent
editorial may deny it, the slope is slippery
indeed.
Such intellectual destruction erupts
inevitably when works of art and science
enjoy no regard independent of personal
verdicts about their authors. Indeed, investigator Peter Fisher believes that “the
separation of the artist from the art takes
some time” — and apparently, that it is
his prerogative, and not that of individual
viewers, to set the pace.
By all public accounts thus far, Lewin
violated the standards of MIT’s community, and may well deserve to be expelled
from it. But erasing his historical contributions to the world violates standards of
much longer standing, and in the long run,
this violation is far more troubling.
Thomas Coffee is a Ph.D. candidate and
an alumnus of the Class of 2005.

While MIT sleeps, Night Watch keeps
campus safe
Amid dorm security controversy, let’s appreciate a program that
has worked
Feras Saad
STAFF COLUMNIST

New security policies in undergraduate
dormitories have attracted considerable attention over the last year. While controversy has overshadowed the tenure of security
contractor AlliedBarton, a more low-profile
and less contentious unit, known as Night
Watch, continues to operate quietly behind
the scenes.
As a team in the Housing Office under
the Department of Residential Life and
Dining, Night Watch manages security
between midnight and 8 a.m. at MIT’s 19
graduate and undergraduate dorms. Their
job, however, is not to be nighttime nannies
who tell students it’s time to go to bed.
Rather, Night Watch guards perform
two rounds of patrolling and meticulously
inspect residences for safety hazards. They
also deal with a host of other issues that
may arise in a college dorm environment
such as noise complaints or lockouts, and

even engage in friendly chatter with those
students living the late-night or early-bird
lifestyles. When something out of the ordinary is spotted, Night Watch informs the
relevant authorities, who respond to urgent
reports immediately and log the others to
be resolved during the day.
For those who know the Night Watch
regulars at their own dormitories, relations
with the guards tend be overwhelmingly
positive. At Next House, the non-intrusive and diplomatic nature of our Night
Watchman has made him a popular and
approachable resource for resolving any
dorm-related problems that arise at late
hours. Similar sentiments are expressed by
other undergrads from a variety of dorms,
where some students have established
strong connections with Night Watch on a
personal level.
But for the most part, Night Watch
guards form an anonymous unit, going
about their business without being noticed
or receiving recognition for their profes-

OPINION POLICY
Editorials are the official opinion of The Tech. They are
written by the Editorial Board, which consists of Chairman
Will Conway, Editor in Chief Leon Lin, Managing Editor
Anthony Yu, Executive Editor Tushar Kamath, and Opinion
Editor Claire Lazar.
Dissents are the signed opinions of editorial board
members choosing to publish their disagreement with the
editorial.
Letters to the editor, columns, and editorial cartoons
are written by individuals and represent the opinion of the
author, not necessarily that of the newspaper. Electronic
submissions are encouraged and should be sent to letters@
tech.mit.edu. Hard copy submissions should be addressed
to The Tech, P.O. Box 397029, Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029,
or sent by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483. All
submissions are due by 4:30 p.m. two days before the date of
publication.
Letters, columns, and cartoons must bear the authors’
signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters
will not be accepted. The Tech reserves the right to edit or

sionalism and hard work. While this can
be attributed to their work schedule, or the
fact that a web search barely returns any
useful information, we also do not hear as
much about Night Watch in comparison to
other offices on campus such as Medical, SCubed, Area Directors, or Campus Police.
Given the emphasis on improving the
quality of residential life services at MIT
through a variety of new programs, the administration must keep Night Watch central to their discussions and not overlook
the influential role they can play in fostering trust and harmony with students. For
students, it is advantageous to know that
there are helpful and experienced Night
Watch staff available as a first line of contact in emergency situations.
The next time you are pulling an allnighter and spot a Night Watch guard
checking for gas leaks, intruders, or open
windows at 4 a.m., it might be worth the
while to offer him a word of gratitude for
keeping the dorm safe and sound.

condense letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority.
Once submitted, all letters become property of The Tech, and
will not be returned. Letters, columns, and cartoons may also
be posted on The Tech’s Web site and/or printed or published
in any other format or medium now known or later that
becomes known. The Tech makes no commitment to publish
all the letters received.
Guest columns are opinion articles submitted by members
of the MIT or local community.

TO REACH US
The Tech’s telephone number is (617) 253-1541. Email is the
easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure
whom to contact, send mail to general@tech.mit.edu, and it
will be directed to the appropriate person. You can reach the
editor in chief by emailing eic@tech.mit.edu. Please send press
releases, requests for coverage, and information about errors
that call for correction to news@tech.mit.edu. Letters to the
editor should be sent to letters@tech.mit.edu. The Tech can be
found on the World Wide Web at http://tech.mit.edu.
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Speed Traps by Fred Piscop
Solution, page 10

ACROSS
1 Popular houseplants
6 Dish damage
10 Bugs from Bavaria
13 Splatter catcher
14 What a collar covers
15 Playwright Racine
16 Yearbook section
18 What a colon may mean
19 Squeak by
20 Toughie
22 Back-yard intruder
24 Excess
25 Home for some brothers
28 Hindu ruler
31 Gluten source
32 Fairy-tale bear
33 Negotiation impediments
37 Ion, for instance
38 Breakfast staple
39 Pumice source
40 Win in a walk
41 Metaphorical albatross
42 Took higher
43 Eye shade
45 Auto-racing family name

46 Squeegee’s purpose
49 Sounds of surprise
51 Dolphin descriptor
54 Aquarius, for most of
February
59 Money supply
60 Well adjunct
62 Mint containers
63 Wind-quintet member
64 Part of some stoves
65 Messy place
66 First light
67 Shoots forth
DOWN
1 Oscar winner as Jasmine
in 2013
2 Took off on
3 Mountain goat’s perch
4 Scholarly volume
5 Running things
6 Benjamin
7 Lid
8 Underwriter’s activities
9 Vexing one
10 Roman Holiday scooter

11 Mattress filling of a sort
12 Boring thing, so to speak
15 Mission: Impossible
leader
17 Army copter
21 NATO charter member
23 Filmdom’s most-portrayed
literary character
25 Flute range
26 Prosperous period
27 Have an argument
29 Book after Joel
30 Painter Vermeer
31 Considerably removed
32 Zebra’s hair
34 Show astonishment
35 Now wrapped up
36 Dismal
38 Dickens alias
42 Clicks open
44 Creative technique
45 “Nah”
46 Floats gently
47 Parting words
48 Filled with verbal twists
50 Poplar tree

52 Device that holds playlists
53 Where Hemingway wrote
The Old Man and the Sea
55 Sound of a trim

56
57
58
61

FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN UN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN

Sudoku I

Standing by
Look elated
Brooklyn hoopsters
Lower your blades

[1479] Troubleshooting

ACCESS LIMITS: Clients may maintain connections to the
server for no more than 86,400 seconds per day. If you need
additional time, you may contact IERS to file a request for up
to one additional second.

“Oh, you’re using their Chrome APP, not their Chrome
EXTENSION. They’re very similar but one handles window
creation differently.” is a thing I hope I can stop saying soon.

FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN

[1481] API

by Randall Munroe
WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of each of the numbers 1–9. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

For the Birds by Sally R. Stein

Solution, page 10

ACROSS
1 Not fooled by
5 Farmland measure
9 Early afternoon hr.
14 Frame of mind
15 Walked on
16 National bird
17 Facts, for short
18 Jump into a pool
19 Wheel shafts
20 Wimbledon rankings, for
instance
23 Lamb’s mother
24 __ and breakfast inn
25 Tomato-paste holder
29 Well-behaved
31 Angry
34 Walking __ (elated)
35 In a few minutes
36 Diner listing
37 Prepares to go on stage
40 Be jealous of
41 Cow sounds
42 Atlas closeup
43 Poor grade
44 Stitched up
45 Lofty goals
46 Tax expert: Abbr.
47 An hour before 9 Across

48 Lines of automatic-weapon
firers
57 Still in effect
58 Brit’s farewell
59 Sky color
60 Wrinkly fruit
61 Frequently
62 __ in the woods (27 Down
person)
63 Javelin
64 Out of danger
65 Jacuzzis
DOWN
1 Leave out
2 Taboo thing
3 Japanese bean curd
4 Aroma
5 When the sun rises
6 Unlawful activity
7 Wander around
8 Home for Adam and Eve
9 Made fun of
10 Polished, as a floor
11 Stare at
12 Beseeched
13 Untidy condition
21 Gets close to
22 Sort of steak

25 Dragged from
behind
26 Silly
27 Easily fooled
28 London or
Louisville
29 Boarded a bus
30 __ and aahs
31 High-IQ club
32 Halo wearer
33 Cleans off with
a rag
35 Blizzard,
essentially
36 Coal source
38 “That is to say
. . .”
39 Make broader
44 Web spinner
45 Hereditary
46 Fine dinnerware
47 Totally lacking
48 Biggest sports
stars, for short
49 Org. for those
50+
50 Hint
51 When planes are due in:
Abbr.

52 Lavish party
53 Subsides
54 Strike with an open hand

55 Large brass instrument
56 Looks at

FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN
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New England Patriots’ Super
Bowl Victory Parade By Daniel Mirny
1. New England Patriots players (from left) Brandon Bolden, Stevan Ridley, and Shane Vereen respond to fans’ ecstatic cheering during Wednesday’s Super Bowl victory parade.
2. Patriots cheerleaders celebrate with fans during the parade for the team’s Super Bowl victory.
3. Jonathan Kraft, president of the Patriots, proudly holds the Super Bowl trophy.
4. Fans clad in Patriots gear show off their New England pride during Wednesday’s parade.
5. A fan proudly shows off four fingers, representing the four Super Bowl victories of the New England Patriots in
2001, 2003, 2004, and 2014.
6. Fans crane their necks to get a better view of the approaching Duck Boats carrying the New England Patriots
Wednesday morning.
7. Thousands wait Wednesday morning for the arrival of the New England Patriots at the parade in honor of their
Super Bowl victory.
8. Historical reenactors dressed in traditional military gear from Revolutionary New England lead the parade.
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By Costa Christopoulos
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

An Arctic front brought
some of the coldest air of the
season to New England last
night. Lows in the Boston area
dipped below zero. Today, a
tightening pressure gradient
will create gusty winds, dropping wind chill values to as
low as –15 °F (–26 °C). Increasing clouds signal a more active
weather pattern this weekend.
The unrelenting train of
snowy weather systems is not
expected to stop. Three distinct systems will impact New
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England over the next few
days, each contributing more
to the towering snow piles. The
first arrives tomorrow, bringing overcast skies and about
an inch of snow to the area.
The second system, which arrives Sunday, will keep skies
cloudy and lay down an additional three inches of snow. Finally, a more robust storm will
impact the region on Monday
and Tuesday, bringing more
significant snowfall. It’s too
early for specifics at this point,
but the message is clear. Winter isn’t ending anytime soon.
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Extended Forecast
Today: Increasing cloudiness with a high of 20 °F (–7 °C).
North winds at 10–15 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy with a low around 15 °F (–9 °C). West
winds at around 10 mph.
Tomorrow: Overcast with a high of 30 °F (–1 °C). West winds
at around 10 mph.
Sunday: Overcast with a high in the mid 20s °F (–4 °C). Snow
likely.
Monday: Overcast with highs reaching the upper 20s °F (–4
°C). Snow likely.

Situation for Noon Eastern Time, Friday, January 6, 2015
Weather Systems

Weather Fronts

Precipitation Symbols
Snow

High Pressure

Trough
Showers
Warm Front

Low Pressure
Hurricane

Light

Cold Front

Moderate

Stationary Front

Heavy

Rain

Other Symbols
Fog
Thunderstorm
Haze
Compiled by MIT
Meteorology Staff
and The Tech

Teach
1000 middle school students
all that you know.
This March. Your classes.
One weekend at MIT.
esp.mit.edu/teach/Spark
sign up by
February 9, 2015

deadline extended
It all starts with a single Spark.
This space donated by The Tech

We get you the tickets.
You get us the review.

ARTS at
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join@the-tech.mit.edu
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Touchstone, from Page 1
lagged behind others (such as
the World of Warcraft game) in
terms of dual-factor authentication. “If people are using
two-factor authentication to
protect their fake money in a
video game, shouldn’t we be using it to protect our real assets at
MIT?” he asked.
According to IS&T’s Knowledge Base, community members can take advantage of the
optional service in a variety of
ways.
Those who use a smartphone
can receive a push notification each time they log in, and
would be expected to verify that
they are attempting to sign in
by pressing an “approve” button. Smartphone users can also
download a mobile app which
will allow them to enter a singleuse code each time they log in;
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the app does not require network connectivity to generate
the codes.
Users with other telephones
can request that they be sent
codes each time they log in,
through an automated voice call
or a text message.
Those without phones can
take advantage of Duo by purchasing a hardware token, such
as one that plugs directly into a
computer’s USB port or one that
simulates the smartphone app
and generates single-use codes.
Enabling two-factor authentication with Duo will make
it more difficult to fall victim
to phishing scams as ten Boston University employees did
in December when scammers
changed their direct-deposit
settings to reroute their paychecks, according to BU’s news
office.
—William Navarre

Alpha Phi
Omega
A National Co-Ed
Service Fraternity
Be a leader. Be a friend.
Be of service.
apo@mit.edu

Spring Rush Schedule
Monday 2/9
Recruitment Dinner È\ääqÇ\ää*NiiÌ>ÌƂ*""vwVi7Óä{£x®
Come hang out with us, eat free food, and learn about APO!
Tuesday 2/10
Volunteer: Prison Books Program È\ääq\Îä*NiiÌ ÓxLLÞ
,-6*>Ì>«JÌ°i`Õ
Take a study break and help send books and educational materials to prisoners!
Wednesday 2/11
Game Night Ç\ääqn\ää*NƂ*""vwVi7Óä{£x®
Play games and eat snacks with us! Stick around afterwards for our chapter
meeting :)
Thursday 2/12
Volunteer: Bikes Not Bombs È\£xq£ä\Îä*NiiÌ ÓxLLÞ
,-6*>Ì>«JÌ°i`Õ
Test your hands-on skills by taking apart bikes to ship to developing countries!
No bike mechanics knowledge necessary.
Friday 2/13
Black Morbid x\ääqÇ\ää*NƂ*""vwVi7Óä{£x®
Valentine’s Day is upon us, but it’s Friday the 13th! Come make cards that aren’t
too sweet and eat oh-so-sweet dark treats.
Saturday 2/14
SMBC: Saturday Morning Blankets and Cinema
£Ó\ääqÎ\ää* Ƃ*""vwVi7Óä{£x®
Come make blankets to donate to children in hospitals and watch the Lego
Movie! No crafts experience required.
This space donated by The Tech
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Solution to Speed Traps Solution to For the Birds
from page 3

from page 5

Solution to Sudoku I

Solution to Sudoku II

Solution to Techdoku I
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Don’t be a ghost!
If you are registered
for a CI-H subject
you do not plan
to take,
please drop it.
CI-H subjects have limited seats and you will
be opening up a spot for another student.

from page 3




































Solution to Techdoku II
from page 3











































Solution to Sumo Techdoku
from page 5



























































































More info at: enrollmenttools.mit.edu
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1987 honda GL1200
motorcycle in perfect
condition to give for a
good rider due to sudden
accident.
Contact:
fredmanjames1@gmail.com

This space donated by The Tech

Do you like doodling during class?
Are your psets covered with drawings?
If so, become a Tech Illustrator!

Are you dying to tell someone
your latest ephiphany?
Write about it!
Join Campus Life @ The Tech!

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu
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Fewer freshmen take early sophomore standing

Several students accept offer to exceed freshman credit limit of 57 units per semester
take more courses. I’m not sure if
I’ll actually end up using sophomore exploratory, but only because I don’t think I need it for my
current courses.”
Jing C. Lin ’18, who declared
course 6-3, also accepted early
sophomore standing to exceed the
credit limit. “I’m taking four classes this spring semester. The Linear
Algebra Advanced Standing Exam
I’m taking at the end of the term
will put me over 57 units, which
makes it nice to have sophomore
standing,” he said. (Lin is a writer
for The Tech.)
Early sophomores generally
perform well academically. According to Norman, “historically,
the average spring GPA for early
sophomores is 0.2–0.3 points
above average for spring first year
students.”
Early sophomores are graded
on an A-to-F grading scale as opposed to the second-semester
freshman ABC/no-record scale for
the spring semester.
For these reasons, among others, Elizabeth Li ’18 chose not to
take sophomore standing. “I originally wanted to take sophomore
standing because there were four
technical classes I really wanted

File

Edit

to take, but I didn’t want to get behind on HASS classes,” she said.
“However, I found a 9-unit HASS,
so that made it so I didn’t have to
exceed the credit limit. I also chose
to not take sophomore standing
because one of the classes I’m taking, I’m actually pretty uncomfortable with, so I want to be able to
have that safety net in case something doesn’t work out.”
In order to be eligible for early
sophomore standing, freshmen
must have completed a quarter
of their SB degrees, or 96 units,
by the end of the first semester.
They must also have completed
or received credit for the majority of the General Institutional Requirements and a Communication
Intensive subject. Students may
obtain credit from prior transfer
credit, Advanced Placement exams, International Baccalaureate
exams, or ASEs. There is no petition process for early sophomore
standing.
Credits earned during independent activities period (IAP) are
not considered when determining
early sophomore standing eligibility. However, freshmen taking fall
classes that extend into IAP, such
as 8.01L and 18.02A, must pass
those classes in order to remain
eligible.

Options

Buffers

Early Sophomore Standing Eligibility and Acceptance Rates
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Tools

Im-Python

Python

Help

from new_skills import *
def learnMarketableJobSkills():
return linux, OSX, javascript, applescript, perl, python, PHP
if self.interest == True:
print "E-mail join@tech.mit.edu"

----:----F1 joinTechno.py

(Python)--L1--Top-----------------------------------------------
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Want a Free Trip to
Israel This Summer?

Experience the Ultimate Adventure With Israel
With Israelis on Taglit-Birthright Israel:
Shorashim-MIT Hillel!
Free trip for Jewish 18-26 year olds!

Register now:
www.israelwithisraelis.com
Interested in more info?
Email Shoshana at birthright@mit.edu.
Join us for an info Session:
February 10th at 7:30 pm W11 Main Dining Room

